
SCP Volunteer Position 
Description
3621 Hidden Ridge Road, Jamul, CA 91935

855-REP-4WLD
volunteer@socalparrot.org 

SoCal Parrot was founded to bridge the gap of care and consideration 
for wild, naturalized parrots and to be a resource 

for wild parrot rehabilitation, education and protection.

In addition to rescue and rehabilitation, SoCal Parrot also strives to educate the public about the 
work we do and the birds we care so much about.  Education is provided via formal presentations, in 

classrooms, and often at local community events.  This role is essential to our continued efforts 
throughout southern California!

As an Education & Outreach volunteer, your schedule is flexible (events and shifts are planned in 
advance) and usually only on weekend dates.  This role is ideal for someone who enjoys sharing 

their knowledge with others.
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Help with booth or presentation setup/breakdown 

Assist with ambassador birds (before, during, and after events)

Engage and interact with the public

Help with formal presentations, when needed

Fun and exciting way to spread the word about SCP 

Gain public speaking experience

Interact with parrot ambassadors

Attend local events (check out other booths before/after your shift!)

Worksite: Flexible and varies per event

Reports To: SoCal Parrot Operations Manager
        Sarah Mansfield | sarah@socalparrot.org   

Timeframe:  Minimum 6 months as an "active" volunteer. Hours are flexible. Shift times range from 2 to 6 hours.  Shift details are 
coordinated well in advance. Events almost always occur on weekends, while presentations can be held any day of the week. 

Responsibilities/Tasks Benefits

Requirements Qualifications 

Outgoing personality 

Must own your own car/have reliable transportation 

Willingness to speak with the public

Have a positive attitude and excitement for our work

Know and understand SCP's mission 

Positive attitude, punctuality

Reliable transportation

Must be at least 18 years old 

Flexible schedule / available on the weekends

Education & Outreach Volunteer




